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About This Game

Precursors, predecessors, the legend of galaxy… Who are carrying the forebear’s genes among existing races, we can suppose
only…

Worlds of galaxy are everlasting, beautiful, unique and dangerous. Some of them are inhabited, some ruined and deserted, other
- just a smugglers trans-shipment stations.

Some worlds are only at the beginning of evolution, other are falling into decay. Only when you’ll pass through all these worlds,
sense a heat of blazing lava-seas and chilling cold of abysses, see the stark heavens, you will realize the real power of nature.

Only when you’ll meet corrupt judges, mendacious politicians, unselfish protectors and cruel tyrants you’ll understand passions
of society. When you’ll reach an unexplored sectors of galaxy and come across a mysterious natural phenomenon, fly through

the tail of the comet or dive into the casual portal, only then you’ll perceive the infinite depth and diversity of the universe.

But this is just a prospection and nobody knows what exactly this journey will be, we can only assure you that it will be
unforgettable…

Game Features
Unique gameplay: mix of RPG/FPS/Space simulator.
Very different planets to walk around absolutely free.

More than 250 diversified quests.
Partly organic weapons with ammunition that must be bred.

Controllable spaceships, robots and other vehicles.
Stunning space battles with boarding included.
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Big number of unusual enemies (Plants, Insects, Birdmen, etc).
Trading possibilities with complex circulation of goods.

Interaction with hundreds of NPC of different Alien races.
Real-time weather effects, day/night and atmosphere changes
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Title: Precursors
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Deep Shadows
Publisher:
GFI
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 2000 SP4, Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Pentium 4/Athlon XP 3 ГГц

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6600 GS/Radeon 9600

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Russian
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Don't even bother. This game does not work. I tried it first on a macbook pro at it's lowest quality and resolution, didnt work
properly. Just extremely laggy. Then tried it on a middle class Windows10 PC (with updated drivers etc), and still no go, this
time actually somewhat worse, just black. Not worth the ca. 30 cents paid. C'mon guys. Ridiculous.. It has potential to be
another "BroForce" but it lack the style and rhythm to be that great.

Otherwise, atmosphere and artwork, also gameplay work pretty good.

But I still refund because it's not fun at all.. Amazing game besides comparing this to other sport titles released the same year.

Pros:
-Really enjoyable
-Easy to get into
-Good handball overview and gameplay
-Decent quality
-Nice 00s sports games music
-Local multiplayer and coop against AI or friends.
-Great tutorials and challenges
-Great game on such low budget
-Great prize (3.99\u20ac) for much game and entertainment
-A fun and neat old-school* game to enjoy for handball fans

Cons:
-No announcers
-Not all major leagues in handball
-No spin shot
-Limited customization in tactics
-Limited game modes
-No online multiplayer
-Server seems down so you can't create or save any progress for your character
-* Poor mechanics, poor graphics, poor flow compared to any other sport title released in 2011, it's in other words not old-
school as in say FIFA 01, NHL 01 or early MVP Baseball, but it has an old-school feel to it which I think is very enjoyable and
brings me back to the best sports games.

I had to spend a few hours with this game and the far inferior IHF Handball Challenge 14, comparing them, watching videos
and getting used to the plays and controls before getting into it but after that I fell in love. Despite looking like a game that was
released in '99 with updated graphics, therefore not comparable with ANY other sports title released at the time (or for the last
ten years) it's actually a very good game.

It has many nice aspects of the game of handball and you'll get into it really fast and keep evolving and using different
approaches and strategies. Well balanced AI and relatively real scenarios and defensive approaches. And to make a game like
this with the budget they had it's actually quite an accomplishment. I was really skeptical at first, mostly because of the graphics
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and mechanics, but after looking past the fact that it was released in 2011 and not 2001 I couldn't stop playing it. A really nice
old-school feel to it.

I would recommend this game to everyone, because of the cheap prize and because handball is a great and challenging sport, but
if you're already a handball fan and doesn't compare this to FIFA, NBA 2K, NHL, Madden or MLB The Show you'll have a
blast.. I love the game concept and developer's sense of humor! The game is very addictive which is strange for me - I don't even
like strategy games! :)

Definitely recommend! Must have in your steam library.. This game is legendary. probably the most realistic game I've ever
played. It is insanely fun and intense. Truly an amazing horror game. It is incredibly scary and I assure you, you wont be sleeping
for a while after playing this. There is nothing more satisfying than blasting your way through a bunch of little heads (children).
I highly recommend this game for anyone who is looking for an extremely realistic horror game.. It's okay. I recorded this video
with PlayClaw 5: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IohLtDLYzjE. Have played this a lot. Would like to see an open mode
where the game continues after the allotted time.. Wow! Another very ORIGINAL game.
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Spent way too much time on this game in the closed beta and I'm pretty sure I'll spend still a lot more now it's released !. An old
school game. Fun to play when you are bored...
Not bad
3/5. Generally, in rhythm-based games that have so many of their mechanics based around detecting the beat of a song, you
actually want the beat-detection to detect the ever-important beat. When it fails to do this for virtually your entire library -
detecting beats that don't exist, consistently skipping beats in a chugging song that has an unchanging beat - and the mechanics
of the game don't just reward your attentiveness to the beat but actively punishes you for not keeping with the game's seemingly
arbitrary measure of where the beat of your song actually is, then it makes the game...

...basically unplayable.. It is way too zoomed in, is there a way to fix this?. just take my money. 0.99 cents is this little game, and
in a sale maybe even cheaper. If you like small little games, with sometimes quite a bit of challange, this game is a really good
time to sharpen up your spatial awareness!. I have yet to be able to use this addon because for some reason I don't have the
BR155 locomotive despite having the original DLC that came with that locomotive. Until that is rectified I can't even play it
without it giving me an error because it can't find the particular locomotive and it's parts in my library.

Edit: The parts have appeared in my library as of 5\/19. The fast response of the development team is greatly appreciated and
due to this quick response I will be able to play the new DLC. Thank you so much Dovetail Development Team!. After years of
having this game its still nosensical trash. It's just a jomble of garbage. I really have no idea what they are going for here. It's
just pure garbage.. I Must have missed something along the way, because when this game came along I was all psyched for the
continuation of the series. A point and click adventure puzzle game series with a nice complex plot that felt like someone's
imagination had runaway with them (with a nice sci\/fi twist that kept you guessing.) Then came this game.

Essentially, this game says: Nope! Sorry. We made up the other two. They were interpretive fantasies of the main character.
Nothing actually happened the way you spent hours figuring out and playing through. It was a terrible let down. Some of the
puzzles were a bit obscure in the others, however they (their stories) were entertaining enough to keep my interest and make me
into a hopeful for this game. With the onset of A Twist of Fate, I've personally decided not to buy another game from Pendulo
Studios.

The voice cast is completely different for starters, as it sort of grinds at your ears after getting to know the other characters in
the other two games in the series. Not enough to be game breaking, but enough that you notice.. repeatedly. I'm not saying
they're not a good cast, they did do a good job, but you can't get by without noticing within the first 5-10 mins. The artwork is
nicely done, and very enjoyable. The color tones of the various areas help set the mood of each chapter splendidly.

All in all, taken as an individual game it is enjoyable. The puzzles are difficult without being impossible and usually very
intuitive. (I did run into a few places where descriptions or items were referenced without having previously been seen,
something that I did not run into in the other games in the series.) In particular, A Twist of Fate seems somewhat easier than the
other two Runaway games - something I wouldn't mention if it wasn't very noticable. Sadly, it seemed almost dumbed down and
changed around for the masses, appealing to a wider audience by compromising story plot and introducing a larger number of
cutscenes.

I'm certain someone out there will point out some major flaws in my review for whatever reason, but in summation: I don't like
or recommend the game. The game by itself is nice, well thought out, and the plot is interesting- bringing an entertaining
conclusion to the series... (that being said, -again in summation- in relation to the rest of the series, the game sucks.). An
incredibly mixed bag. Its very deep stat system and occasionally interesting challenge areas and boss fights are quite good, but
ultimately these highlights are overcome by extreme linearity, way too many trash mobs, next to no plot, and one of the worst
cases of hitpoint bloat I have ever seen in a game (late game there are some random enemies with 4,000 hitpoints. Given that the
average character can do 50-100 points of damage per turn, you can work out the problem here). I really love spiderweb games,
so I hate to bash this, but this is probably their worst.

Of couse I still forced myself to finish the whole thing on torment difficulty, but that's only because I'm a total OCD, power
gaming, masochist (and for all the game's faults, it is refreshingly difficult). Normal people who demand things like
"enjoyment" and "entertainment" from their video games (novel concepts, I know) need not apply. Or better yet just play one of
the other Avernum games (most of which are way better).
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